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ABSTRACT

In this research, Ti50Nb50 (Ti-66 wt.%Nb) alloy films were deposited on glass substrates using RF
Sputtering technique. The effect of substrate temperature (100°C, 200°C and 300°C) on time of deposition, structural,
morphology and electrical properties of films were examined using X-Ray Diffraction (XRD), Field Emission Scanning
Electron Microscopy (FESEM), Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) and Hall measurements. Results show that with an
increase in substrate temperature, the β-Titanium phase is found to involve in Ti-Nb alloy system. Thin films deposited
at high substrate temperatures also showed an increase in surface roughness and grain size. The electrical
measurements on these films show the higher values of resistivity increase with increase in temperature.
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INTRODUCTION:
The studies on physical properties of Ti-Nb alloy thin films with different compositions have been the
subject of investigations for many years. Many methods such as PVD (Physical Vapour Deposition), CVD
(Chemical Vapour Deposition), Sputtering and PLD (pulsed laser deposition) [1-4] have been employed for
the fabrication of the alloy thin films in this system. Out of these, sputtering technique is best known
because of its high deposition rate, uniformity, homogeneous, density, purity, adhesion, good
reproducibility, provision for uniform thickness on large-area substrates and the easy access of
commercially available sputtering system to deposit the thin films of high transparency and conductivity
[5,6]. Magnetron Sputtering is a simple and low-cost variant of sputtering for obtaining thin films of
materials with relatively high value of melting points like metals, alloys, nitrides, carbides or oxides [7].
Niobium based thin films are attractive materials for many important potential applications in modern
technology including, electrochromism, catalysis, batteries, solar cells and other electronic devices such as
memristors. Niobium is also widely used in many important superconducting applications. At ambient
pressure, bulk Nb has the highest critical temperature, Tc ≈ 9.25 K among the superconducting elements.
Here it is important to mention that Niobium, like Mo, V, W, Nb and Ta is also a good β-phase stabilizer in
Titanium.
Ti based alloying elements can be categorized according to their effect on the stabilities of αTi and βTi
phases. Pure titanium has a hexagonal close packed structure known as αTi and the structure of body
centered cubic termed as βTi. Alloying these metals with Titanium become βTi alloys. Most α+β alloys have
high-strength and formability [8,9]. In addition to strengthening the beta phase, beta stabilisers have
important advantages as alloying constituents. Beta titanium has an inherently lower resistance to
deformation than the alpha modification and therefore elements which increase and stabilise the beta phase
tend to improve alloy fabricability during both hot and cold working operations.
The alloy combinations of Titanium and Niobium up to 60:40 atomic percentages have been tried by
researchers; however, there are no reports on Nb rich alloy combinations. We have investigated the Ti-Nb
alloy combination of 50:50, hereafter referred as Ti50Nb50 (i.e. Ti + 66 wt. % Nb) in the present study.
Titanium-Niobium films with above mentioned composition have been deposited on glass substrate by RF
magnetron sputtering and deposited films were then characterized mainly for their microstructural
evolution features and functional properties by XRD, FESEM, AFM and HALL measurements. The influence
of substrate temperature on the morphology; texture, roughness, grain size and electrical properties of the
fabricated thin films has also been thoroughly studied in the present work.
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EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS:
Deposition:
The Ti-Nb films were deposited by RF magnetron sputtering onto glass substrates using TitaniumNiobium alloy target (50-mm diameter and 3-mm thick) with a minimum purity of 99.9%. The glass
substrates were cleaned by rinsing in ultrasonic baths of acetone for 10-15 minutes and dried. Glass
substrates were cut into different sizes of requirement and clamped on the substrate holder in the chamber.
Vacuum was created in the sputtering chamber not less than 10 −6 Torr by using a turbo molecular pump.
Commercial argon (Ar) gas of 99.9% purity was used as the sputtering gas and it has kept constant at gas
flow rate of 15 sccm that can be controlled by a mass flow controller. Base pressure was kept at 8x10−6mbar
and working pressure was 1.7 x 10−2mbar. In this process target-substrate distance was kept at 7-8 cm.
Sputtering rf power was kept constant at 100W. For making thin films of thickness 200nm, the deposition
time of the films with same composition of the alloy (Ti50Nb50) at different temperatures (100°C, 200°C and
300°C) was analyzed. Table 1 list out the deposition time for Ti 50Nb50 alloy thin film of 200 nm thickness at
different temperatures (100°C, 200°C and 300°C). Deposition time decreases at 200°C and it remains same
for 100°C and 300°C.
Table 1: Deposition Time with increase in Substrate Temperature with thickness 200 nm thin film (Ti50Nb50)
on glass substrate
Temperature
100°C
200°C
300°C
Deposition Time (min)

76

59

78

Characterization:
The synthesized thin film samples were analyzed for phases present by X-Ray Diffractometer
(Panalytical X Pert Pro) at 40 kV and 30 mA using a Ni-filtered with Cu Kα (λ = 1.54056 Å) radiation source.
The scanning speed was 2°/min and the scanning angle 2θ ranged from 30° to 80°. Phases were identified
by matching their characteristic peaks with files of the Joint Committee on Powder Diffraction Standards
(JCPDS). The surface topographical characterizations of the Ti-Nb films were obtained from FESEM (Nova
Nano FE-SEM 450) (FEI). It provides ultra high resolution characterization & analysis giving precise, true
nanometer scale information. It gives a resolution of 1.4 nm at 1 kV (TLD-SE) & 1 nm at 15 kV (TLD-SE). We
have done EDX attached with SEM for measuring the elemental chemical composition of materials. Beam
landing energy can go down from 30 keV to 50 eV. The surface morphology (AFM) of the Ti films was also
characterized by using Multimode Scanning Probe Microscope (Bruker).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS:
X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) Studies:
XRD data was obtained from the Panalytical X Pert Pro for scan 2θ from 30° to 80°. The phases were
identified by matching each characteristic peak with the JCPDS files (JCPDS card No.44-1294) [10, 11]. All
the studies were carried out on films of approximately the same thickness (3mm). Typical XRD patterns of
the films deposited at 100°C, 200°C, and 300°C are shown in Fig 1. As we can see that the films deposited at
100°C showed a single low intensity peak at angle 36.8449° due to (110) reflection. No other XRD peaks
corresponding to reflections at (101), (200) and (112) planes of Ti50Nb50 were observed in this case, clearly
depicting a prominently amorphous nature of this sample. However, films deposited at 200°C, clearly
showed the presence of relatively high intensity peaks at (110), (101) and (200) at angle 35.9113°, 41.6245°
and 60.2468°. In contrast, the films deposited at higher substrate temperature of 300°C showed peaks with
much higher intensity. At 300°C peaks are reported at 35.5770°, 41.2826°, 59 .6673° and 71.3954° with
miller indices (110), (101), (200) and (112) respectively. These four peaks in X-ray diffraction patterns are
polycrystalline in nature deposited on glass substrate [12].
The intensity of these peaks increases with increase in temperature. The preferred orientation is (110) as
indicated the strongest diffraction peak as we can see clearly in Fig 1. Other peaks as indicated with much
less intensity was observed. The highest peak value of the XRD measurement was obtained from the film
deposited at 300°C at an angle 35.5770°. At lower substrate temperature 100°C and 200°Cthe appearance of
broad humps in XRD pattern is suggestive of amorphous nature, of these films [13, 14]. In case of 300°C, the
films showed crystallinity and distinct film-structure, in spite of similar film-composition. The existence of
several diffraction peaks at 300°Cis indication of poly-crystalline nature. It was thus obvious that a higher
substrate temperature helped achieving enhanced crystallization.
The crystalline size of thin films Ti50Nb50 were determined from the XRD spectra by using Scherrer’s
formula, where λ, θ and B are the X-ray wavelength (1.54 Å), Bragg diffraction angle and line of full width at
half maximum, respectively. The films have the highest peak value of XRD and the narrowest value of FWHM
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has the best crystal quality. It was observed that crystalline size increasing from 97.21nm to 113.59 nm with
increase in substrate temperature. The increasing crystalline size is due to the emerging of the smaller
particles into larger ones resulting from the potential energy difference between small and large particles,
which was occur through solid state diffusion. Change in the intensities in XRD is attributed to the
crystallinity of the materials. Many times on heat treatment; % crystallinity of the sample increases which
further results in the enhancement of XRD peak intensities.
Another interesting feature in XRD profiles of Ti-Nb alloy peaks are shifting towards lower angles. Shifting
in peaks is possibly due to increase in d-spacing. Increase in d-spacing is due to difference in ionic radii of Ti
and Nb ions. The ionic radii of Nb ions is greater than Ti ions (Ti= 74.5pm and Nb=78pm). Increase in plane
spacing (d values) is due to rearrangement of lattice positions. Niobium is a β-stabiliser, so plane (110) is
the densest plane of βTi phase which has a body centered cubic structure. Position shift can be related to the
change in lattice parameters due to alloying at increasing temperature. Hence it implies that 2θ shifts to
lower values and films are becoming more crystalline.
Table 2: Crystallite Size, Lattice Strain and Other XRD Parameters for Ti50Nb50 Alloy at 100°C, 200°C and
300°C
Temprature XRD Peak Position FWHM
Crystalline Intensity d-spacing [Å]
[°2θ]
(radians) size (nm)
100°C
36.8449
0.0900
97.21
63
2.4375
200°C
200°C
200°C
300°C
300°C
300°C
300°C

35.9113
41.6245
60.2468
35.5770
41.2826
59.6673
71.3954

0.4723
0.0900
0.7085
0.0900
0.0900
0.0900
0.0900

18.48
98.67
13.55
96.86
98.56
106.33
113.59

57.30
46
26.29
70
64
55
51

2.5007
2.1679
1.5362
2.5214
2.1851
1.5483
1.3201

Fig.1: XRD diffraction pattern of Ti-Nb thin films
AFM:
For our samples, morphology and surface texture have been studied using AFM technique. AFM is an
excellent and most common techniquewidely used in thin film characterization forstudying the surface
topography at nanometric resolution that allows us to anticipate about the mechanical and surface
properties of thin films [15, 16].

Fig.2: AFM images of Ti-Nb thin films
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The AFM images depicting the morphology and roughness of Ti-Nb films deposited on glass
substrates at varying temperature are shown in Fig.2. Images of alloy were taken in 5μm x 5μm area. Light
brown color shows the Titanium and white color indicates Niobium. These niobium particles act as β -phase
nucleation agent. With increase in temperature, more niobium and titanium particles continue to grow with
consequent increase in its volume fraction in the two-phase structure. AFM images show that temperature
affects the density and the size of Ti50Nb50 grains significantly. The grains have been sorted according to
their size in order to determine the surface density and grain diameter of the sample. This is due to the
transformation of Ti50Nb50 from the amorphous to poly crystalline phase, which involves the coalescence of
smaller particles into bigger ones. AFM results are in good agreement with XRD findings, which shows the
dependence of structural changes on substrate temperature. So with combination of nano particles to
become large particles results increase in grain boundaries.
To further look into the surface characteristics of the synthesized samples, we have calculated the
roughness using the AFM data. The roughness can be analytically described by various roughness
parameters. Each sample was analyzed at five randomly chosen locations. Different parameters of
roughness of all five samples for scanning areas of 2μm x 2μm and 5μm x 5μm are listed in Table 3 and
Table 4 respectively. Clearly, the roughness parameter Ra increases from 2.48 nm to 5.20 nm for 2μm x 2μm
scanning area and from 2.53 nm to 5.30 nm for 5μm x 5μm area with increase in temperature. Another
important roughness parameter Rq also increases from 3.11 nm to 6.63 nm for 2μm x 2μm scanning area
and from 3.20 nm to 6.66 nm for 5μm x 5μm scanning area. Therefore, as the temperature increases,
roughness of the samples is found to increase.
Table 3: Results of different parameters of roughness of alloy Ti50Nb50at 2μm x 2μm
Alloy composition Image Rq Image Ra Image Rmax
Rz
Rp
/ Results
100°C
3.11nm
2.48nm
24.1nm
25.9nm 12.9nm
200°C
4.86nm
3.85nm
42.2nm
48.5nm 24.2nm
300°C
6.63nm
5.20nm
61.9nm
70.5nm 35.3nm
Table 4: Results of different parameters of roughness of alloy Ti50Nb50 at 5μm x 5μm
Alloy composition Image Rq Image Ra Image Rmax
Rz
Rp
/ Results
100°C
3.20nm
2.53nm
33.8nm
44.8nm 22.4nm
200°C
4.96nm
3.95nm
51.9nm
60.1nm 30.1nm
300°C
6.66nm
5.30nm
54.8nm
57.1nm 28.6nm
SEM AND EDX:
We have recorded the FESEM micrographs of all the samples as shown in Fig. 3. Evidently, it enables us to
further look into the microstructural features of the samples synthesized. FESEM micrographs clearly shows
that change of microstructure of Ti50Nb50 thin films deposited at 100°C, 200°C and 300°C.

Fig.3: SEM images of Ti-Nb thin films
Grain size of the films was calculated using FESEM images by using the average formula. The calculated
values of grain sizes for Ti50Nb50 alloy at 100, 200, 300°C are 20.50, 35.90 and 46.06 nm respectively. The
grain sizes for all these samples were also calculated from online software Image J with images of 200k
magnification. Grain size for Ti50Nb50 at 100°C is 21nm, at 200°C grain size is 35.50 nm and at 300°C grain
size is 45 nm. From the grain size analysis we can say that size of the grain increases from 20.50 nm to 46.06
nm with the increase in temperature from 100°C to 300°C. The morphology of grain changes and becomes
denser due to the higher surface and bulk diffusivity of sputtered atoms.
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The Nb particles are found to be of white color and Ti particles are of dark grey color in the
micrographs. It is evident from the Fig 3 that Ti50Nb50alloy has columnar structure with voids and
boundaries throughout the film thickness. Clearly with the increase in temperature, the grain size increase
as evident from bigger boundaries visible in the micrographs. These findings are in agreement with the
results of XRD.
The EDX is used to acquire surface compositions of these films. Typical EDX spectra and
corresponding composition results of the Ti50Nb50 are shown in Fig 4 and Table 5 respectively. The chemical
compositions of all the samples i.e. the Ti and Nb percentages as determined from EDX analysis validate the
compositions of samples.
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Fig.4: EDX graphs of Ti-Nb thin films (a) 100°C, (b) 200°C and (c) 300°C
Table 5: Composition of Ti-Nb elements in Ti50Nb50 alloy
Temprature
Element
Atomic
[wt.%]
[at.%]
Number
100°C
Niobium
41
69.43
53.92
Titanium
22
30.57
46.08
200°C
Niobium
41
69.22
53.73
Titanium
22
30.78
46.27
300°C
Niobium
41
68.90
53.50
Titanium
22
31.10
46.50
Hall Effect Measurements:
Many factors are known to influence the electrical resistivity of metals like chemical composition, atomic
structure, phase changes, grain size, temperature and pressure. The change in the electrical resistivity of the
Ti50Nb50 films could be mainly attributed to the difference in microstructural evolution. The film deposited
at 100°C displayed a smaller and less densely packed grain microstructure with open boundaries and
formation of more voids due to the fact that the Ti and Nb particles have a longer free pathway and a higher
kinetic energy during deposition, which makes the less number of grain boundaries and increased the
carrier mobility, resulted in a lower electrical resistivity as in Table 6. As substrate temperature in creases
from 100°C to 300°C, the presence of intergranular voids and porous structure in the Ti50Nb50 film was
caused by the lower kinetic energies of Ti50Nb50 particles during deposition, which led to a higher electrical
resistivity. Similar results were also observed in the AFM and SEM, which revealed the increase in grain size
and roughness of the Ti50Nb50 film on the glass substrates with increase in temperature from 100°C to
300°C. The carrier mobility values of the Ti50Nb50 thin films, as obtained from Hall Effect measurement, are
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listed in Table 6. The carrier mobility dropped with the increasing temperature during deposition, which
confirms the characteristic variation of electrical resistivity observed in the fabricated films.
Table 6: Resistivity, Carrier Mobility and Conductivity Ti50Nb50 alloy at different temperature
Temperature Resistivity Carrier Mobility Conductivity
100˚C

2.39x 10−4

2.64x 10−1

4.18 x 10+3

200˚C

3.51 x 10−4

7.98x 10−2

2.85 x 10+3

300˚C

3.99 x 10−4

3.50x 10−2

2.51 x 10+3

CONCLUSION:
Niobium rich Titanium based thin films with nominal composition Ti50Nb50have been successfully prepared
on glass substrate at different substrate temperature (100°C, 200°C and 300°C) by RF magnetron
sputtering. Structural and electrical properties of the thin films were investigated by XRD, AFM and FESEM
analysis. At 100°C, films are found to be prominently amorphous and with increase in substrate
temperature, these films are becoming polycrystalline and the grain size is found to show a direct
dependence on the substrate temperature. AFM images established the formation of nanostructure thin
films and the surface roughness of these films is found to increase from 2.48nm to 5.20nm for area 2μm x
2μm and 2.53nm to 5.30nm for 5μm x 5μm area with increasing substrate temperature from 100°C to
300°C. SEM images showed the increase in grain size as a function of substrate temperature; from 20.50nm
for 100°C to 46.06nm for 300°C. EDX results validate the composition of the films. Hall effects
measurements showed a characteristic trend of variation in electrical properties of the films; both mobility
and electrical resistivity of the films are found to increase with the increase in substrate temperature.
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